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Abstract 

Time-domain Brillouin scattering is an opto-acousto-optical probe technique for the evaluation of 

transparent materials. Via optoacoustic conversion, ultrashort pump laser pulses launch coherent 

acoustic pulses in the sample. Time-delayed ultrashort probe laser pulses monitor the propagation of 

the coherent acoustic pulses via the photo-elastic effect, which induces light scattering. A 

photodetector collects both the acoustically scattered light and the probe light reflected by the 

sample structure for the heterodyning. The scattered probe light carries information on the 

acoustical, optical and acousto-optical parameters of the material for the current position of the 

coherent acoustic pulse. Thus, among other applications, time-domain Brillouin scattering is a 

technique for three-dimensional imaging. Sharp focusing of coherent acoustic pulses and probe 

laser pulses could increase lateral spatial resolution of imaging, but could potentially diminish the 

depth of imaging. However, the theoretical analysis presented in this manuscript contra-intuitively 

demonstrates that the depth and spectral resolution of the time-domain Brillouin scattering imaging, 

with collinearly propagating paraxial sound and light beams, do not depend on the 

focusing/diffraction of sound. The variations of the amplitude of the time-domain Brillouin 

scattering signal are only due to the variations of the probe light amplitude caused by light 

focusing/diffraction. Although the amplitude of the acoustically scattered light is proportional to the 

product of the local acoustical and probe light field amplitudes, the temporal dynamics of the time-

domain Brillouin scattering signal amplitude is independent of the dynamics of the coherent 

acoustic pulse amplitude.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The applications of the optical pump-probe technique with ultrashort laser pulses for the 

investigation of the coherent acoustic waves in the GHz frequency range are under development for 

more than 35 years already [1-4]. To access the high acoustic frequencies range the technique 

employs the laser pulses of picosecond down to femtosecond duration. The absorption of the pump 

laser pulses launches coherent acoustic pulses (CAPS) in the medium, which are of picosecond 

duration or contain fronts of picosecond duration [1-3,5]. Consequently, the spectrum of the CAPs 

contains GHz acoustic frequencies, which efficiently induce Brillouin scattering of light [6,7]. Thus, 

the propagation of the CAPs in transparent media can be followed via the acoustically induced 

scattering of the time-delayed probe laser pulses. The amplitude of the scattered light is 

proportional to the CAP amplitude and is commonly much smaller than the amplitude of the probe 

light reflected at the sample surface and by other possible stationary features of the sample 

structure. Thus, an essential part of the technique is optical heterodyning, achieved by directing the 

probe light scattered by the CAPs and the probe light reflected by the sample surfaces/interfaces to 

a common photodetector [1-3]. The photodetector monitors the interference of the weak light 

scattered by the nearly transparent moving acoustical mirror and the light reflected by the stationary 

optical inhomogeneities of the sample. As the delay between the phases of the scattered and the 

reflected light changes in time due to CAP propagation, the signal of the photodetector contains an 

oscillating part replicating in time the transition from constructive to destructive interference when 

the CAP travels further and further through the medium. This ultrafast pump-probe technique was 

initially called picosecond acoustic interferometry [2,3,8]. Recently the name time-domain Brillouin 

scattering (TDBS), which highlights the fundamental physical phenomenon involved and the 

difference from the classical frequency-domain Brillouin scattering [6,7] has become more common 

[9]. In fact, the frequency of the coherent oscillation revealed by the TDBS technique in the 

homogeneous medium is equal to the frequency shift of the Stokes and anti-Stokes light measured 

by FDBS, i.e. to the Brillouin frequency (BF). The detected acoustically induced oscillation 

revealed by the photodetector is called the Brillouin oscillation (BO). 

One of the fundamental applications of the TDBS is the evaluation of the absorption of 

phonons in the GHz –THz frequency range [2,8,10-17]. This is achieved by measuring the decay in 

time of the BO amplitude. The pioneer research paper by Lin et al [8] contains the estimates of the 

other physical factors that could cause the attenuation of the BO and should be either excluded 

experimentally or properly taken into account to reveal acoustic absorption. Among them are the 

coherence length of the probe laser pulses, the attenuation of the probe light in the medium and the 

diffraction of both CAPs and the probe laser pulses.  Particularly, the result of the theoretical 
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analysis presented in Ref. [8] predicts, as it could be expected, that the characteristic spatial scale 

for the influence of the diffraction phenomena is the Rayleigh range [18,19], also sometimes called 

the diffraction length [20-22]. The Rayleigh range is proportional to the square of the wave beam 

radius at 1/�� level and inverse proportional to the wavelength,  ��~	
�/� .  However, the theory 

was developed in Ref. [8] for equal radii of the acoustic and light beams, while the acoustic 

wavelength in the considered backward Brillouin scattering is tightly related to the probe light 

wavelength in the medium, ��������� = ������/2 .  Consequently, it is impossible to disentangle 

the roles of the acoustical and optical diffraction in the predicted decay of the BO amplitude. In 

most of the subsequent research devoted to the evaluation of the acoustic absorption by the TDBS 

the role of the diffraction phenomena was excluded experimentally by avoiding sharp focusing of 

both the pump laser pulses, which controls the radius of the launched CAP beam [19], and of the 

probe laser pulses. The Rayleigh ranges of both the CAP and the probe light were significantly 

exceeding the acoustical absorption length.  

The interest in the role of diffraction phenomena in TDBS has significantly increased quite 

recently, mostly due to the development of three specific applications of the TDBS. TDBS was 

applied to monitor the CAPs propagation in samples with characteristic dimensions smaller than a 

couple of micrometers, which requires tighter focusing of laser pulses than in the sound absorption 

measurements [15,23]. The technique was also applied to monitor the CAPs emitted by the 

submicron and nanometer size objects (optoacoustic transducers) [15,24-26]. In this case the radius 

of the launched CAP beam was controlled not by the radius of the pump laser focus but by the 

dimensions of the laser-irradiated object, which could be much smaller in the case of the 

nanoparticles or nanowires, for example [27-29]. Finally, TDBS was applied for the imaging in of 

the spatial inhomogeneities in acoustical, optical and acousto-optic parameters of the transparent 

media [9,27-29]. The depth resolution of imaging is commonly sub-optical, because the acoustic 

wavelength in TDBS is twice shorter than the probe optical wavelength in the medium [17,30,31]. 

Theoretically, it is limited by the axial localization of the light scattering acoustic mirror, i.e. by the 

length of the strain CAP or the width of the strain front in the CAP [9,24-26]. In applications of 

three-dimensional imaging [17,30,31] the lateral spatial resolution is controlled by the focusing of 

the pump and probe light. A rather sharp focusing of laser pulses is required to make lateral 

resolution comparable to depth resolution. As the increased focusing leads to the diminishing of the 

Rayleigh ranges of the acoustic and probe light beams [18-20], theoretical studies of the diffraction 

role in the TDBS are required to understand the trade-off between the increased spatial resolution 

and decreased depth of imaging. It is also worth mentioning that the decay in time of the TDBS 

signal amplitude, limiting the depth of imaging, broadens the spectral width of the BO, thus 
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influencing the frequency resolution of the TDBS in possible spectroscopic application for materials 

identification. This provides additional motivation for the development of an analytical theory of 

TDBS in diffracting sound and light beams. 

The influence of the diffraction effects on the TDBS has been reported in several 

experiments [15,32,33]. In all of them, the deviation in the temporal decay of the detected BO from 

an exponential one was revealed with increasing propagation distance of laser-generated CAP from 

the emitting opto-acoustic transducer. In Ref. [15] it was hypothesized that the revealed attenuation 

of the BO, additional to acoustical absorption, was caused by diffraction of the coherent acoustic 

waves emitted by a sub-micrometer contact between the transparent sphere and laser-irradiated 

metallic surface. For the contact radius of 0.3 �m this hypothesis was supported by the estimates of 

the characteristic diffraction length of the coherent acoustic wave at BF. The experiments reported 

in Refs. [32] and [33] are directly addressing the trade-off between the lateral spatial resolution and 

the depth and the spectral resolution of TDBS imaging by investigating the influence of the 

focusing of the pump and probe laser pulses on the TDBS signal decay. The radii of the pump and 

probe laser foci were modified using microscope objectives with different numerical apertures (NA) 

[34]. Based on the estimates of the Rayleigh ranges, the decay in TDBS amplitude, additional to the 

one caused by the acoustics absorption, was attributed in Ref. [32] mostly to the acoustic 

diffraction, while in Ref. [33] to the diffraction of both CAPs, ~1/�1 + ���(�)/����������!�, and 

of the probe light, ~1/�1 + ���(�)/�������!�
 .  Here  ��(�) is the distance of the emitted 

picosecond CAP from the common focus of the pump and probe light on the optoacoustic 

transducer. ��(�) is the depth at which Brillouin scattering takes place after the photo-generation of 

the CAP by the pump laser pulse at time t=0.  The model used in [33] assumes that the TDBS signal 

amplitude is proportional to the product of the local amplitudes of the CAP and the probe light field, 

as it could be expected from the local law of the acousto-optic (photo-elastic) effect [3,4,6,7].   

The analytical theory presented below provides opportunity to disentangle the roles of the 

coherent sound and light diffraction in the TDBS experiments conducted with collinear paraxial 

acoustical and probe optical beams. It contra-intuitively predicts that although the amplitude of the 

light wave scattered by the CAP is proportional to the product of the probe light amplitude and the 

CAP amplitude, the variation of the TDBS signal amplitude in time replicates the probe light spatial 

distribution and is completely independent of the variations in time of the CAP amplitude. Thus, the 

TDBS signal dynamics depends on the diffraction/focusing of the probe light and is independent of 

the diffraction/focusing dynamics of the coherent acoustic field. Unexpectedly, the 
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diffraction/focusing of the paraxial CAP beam has no influence on the depth of imaging and the 

spectral resolution of the TDBS technique. The theory attributes the physical origin of the predicted 

phenomenon to the heterodyne detection, which shapes in wavevector and frequency domain a 

specific sensitivity function for monitoring of the coherent acoustic beams by Brillouin scattering.  

This theoretical prediction provides new insights in the interpretation of the earlier TDBS 

experiments [15,23,32,33] and in the possible optimization of the TDBS technique for nanoscale 

imaging and spectroscopic applications in bio-medical and material sciences. 

The manuscript is structured as follows. In Section II, the theoretical analysis of the probe 

light beam TDBS by the CAP beam is presented, first, for the general case of arbitrarily shaped 

paraxial co-focused beams. Second, it is specified for the case of Gaussian beams. Third, theoretical 

predictions for the Gaussian collinear paraxial acoustic and light beams with different spatial 

positions of their foci are given. In Section III, the theoretical predictions are compared with and are 

used for the interpretation of known experimental results. The discussion in Section  III is followed 

by the Conclusions. 

 

2. THEORY 

In TDBS several different experimental configuration are possible. On one hand, they differ 

by the position of the optoacoustic transducer for launching the CAPs and the internal 

mechanical/elastic structure of the sample, influencing the CAPs propagation 

(reflections/refractions). On the other hand, they differ by the optical structure of the sample, which 

is simultaneously creating an initial distribution of the optical field inside the sample for probing the 

CAPs and a reflected optical field for the heterodyning of the light scattered by the CAPs. However, 

all the experimental configurations based on collinearly propagating CAPs and probe laser pulses 

are sharing the same underlying physical principles. In the presence of the CAPs the probe light 

waves initially launched in the sample are additionally backward scattered independently of their 

propagation direction relative to the CAPs propagation direction.  This backward Brillouin 

scattering is accompanied by the emission or the absorption of the acoustic phonons and, 

respectively, by downshifting or upshifting of the scattered light spectral line. The scattered Stokes 

and/or anti-Stokes light and the reflected probe light are collected by a photodetector for optical 

heterodyne detection. These measurements of the light total energy reveal temporal oscillations at 

the scattered and reflected light difference frequency (BF), which is equal to the frequency of the 

acoustic phonon.  
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2.1. Arbitrary paraxial co-focused acoustic and light beams 

A particular example of the experimental TDBS scheme presented in Fig. 1 comes from a 

seminal publication [8]. The theory presented below extends the analysis conducted in Ref. [8] for 

the collinear propagation of plane probe light and coherent acoustic pulses to the case of the 

collinear propagation of the diffracting CAP and probe light beams.  

 

 

 

Figure 1.  Schematic presentation of co-focused probe light and coherent sound fields contributing to time-

domain Brillouin scattering signal detection. a Initial probe light field, that could be created in the system in the 

absence of the coherent acoustic field, is due to laser pulses incident from a light transparent medium z>0 on the sample 

surface z=0 and the laser pulses reflected from this surface. b A coherent acoustic pulse #(�, $, %, �) is launched in the 

transparent medium z>0 due the absorption in the sample z<0 of the pump laser pulses (not presented) co-focused on 

the surface z=0 with the probe laser pulses. When the pump laser pulses are incident on the sample before the probe 

laser pulses, then the acousto-optic interaction between the coherent acoustic pulses and the initial probe light field 

creates optical polarization sources of scattered light. Time-domain Brillouin scattering signal results from heterodyne 

detection of the initially reflected and acoustically scattered probe light collected by the photodetector. 
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Figure 1 (a) schematically presents a probe light laser beam focused in a transparent medium (in the 

half space z>0) on the surface (z=0) of the sample (z<0). A superposition of the incident and 

reflected probe light beams composes the initial light field distribution in the absence of CAPs. 

Both beams at optical frequency & satisfy the Helmholtz equation for the electrical field component 

of the laser radiation ('(�, $, %, �) ≡ ')(�, $, %, �)��*�) 

 

             (1) 

where  +(&) ≡ &/, denotes the optical wave number, , is the speed of light in the medium. The 

solutions of the wave equation (1) can be obtained via classical decomposition of the three-

dimensional wave fields into propagating plane waves '))) (+-, +., �) with the vector components 

+-, +. and +/ = 0+� − +-� − +.�  (')($, %, �) = ∬ '))) (+-, +., �)�3�(45-647.)8+-8+.939 ), satisfying 

the equation  

 

 

The transverse distribution of the plane wave amplitudes of both the incident and reflected light in 

Fig. 1 (a) are linked at z=0 to the transverse distribution of the incident probe beam  ')))3�����:+-, +.; 

via  ')))3�<�=�<�:+-, +.; ≡ ')))3�����:+-, +.; , ')))6��>����=:+-, +.; = ?')))3�<�=�<�:+-, +.; =
?')))3�����:+-, +.;, where the reflection coefficient of the probe light at the surface z=0 is denoted by 

?. It is assumed that the probe light does not penetrate in the sample z<0. Thus, the solution of Eq. 

(2) for the initial probe light field in Fig. 1(a) is: 

 

 

When, in addition to the ultrashort probe laser pulse, an ultrashort pump laser pulse is focused on 

the pump light absorbing sample (z<0), generation of the coherent acoustic waves via optoacoustic 

conversion takes place [21,22,35]. In Fig. 1 (b) the diffracting strain CAP  #(�, $, %, �)  launched in 

the medium z>0 is symbolically sketched for the case where the initial radius of the acoustic beam, 

controlled by the pump laser focusing, is larger than the radius of the probe light focus. The 

presence of the CAP in the medium induces via the acousto-optic interaction (photoelastic effect) a 

nonlinear optical polarization and modifies Eq. (1) 

@A B�B$� + B�B%� + B�B��C + +�D ')($, %, �) = 0, 

F GH
G/H + +/�I '))) (+-, +., �) = 0.                                                                     (2) 

'))) �<�����:+-, +., z; = ')))3�����:+-, +. ;:?�3�4L/ + ��4L/;.                                                              (3) 
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In Eq. (4)  M and N denote the refractive index and the photoelastic constant of the medium, while M�N#(�, $, %, �)')(�, $, %, �) ≡ O)(�, $, %, �) is the acoustically-induced nonlinear optical polarization 

[36]. It is worth reminding here that the parametric dependence of the scattering process and of the 

electric field amplitudes on time via the time dependent strain CAP in Eq. (4) is due to the several 

orders of magnitude difference between the frequencies of light and acoustic waves. It is also worth 

mentioning here that in Eq. (4), the acoustic strain, the optical refractive index and the photoelastic 

coefficient are all approximated by scalars. This formulation is the most precise for liquids, where 

scalar strain accompanies pressure waves (compression/dilatation acoustic waves), the refractive 

index is scalar and the photo-elastic constant, characterizing the variations of scalar refractive index 

caused by the variations in scalar strain, is a scalar as well. This approximation was applied for the 

first time to the analysis of TDBS in diffracting beams in Ref. [8]. It is expected that the theory, 

developed below for the paraxial diffracting beams, could be well suited for getting insight in 

similar phenomena in isotropic solids, by replacing the scalar strain by the dominant component of 

the strain tensor in the propagating coherent acoustic wave and modeling photoelastic process by a 

single effective parameter, which describes the interaction of quasi-collinearly propagating strain 

and probe light pulses. Because the acousto-optic interaction is weak, Eq. (4) can be solved in the 

single-scattering approximation [37], where the initial “strong” light field creates nonlinear 

polarization, which emits additional much weaker light waves in the medium 

FP GH
G-H + GH

G.H + GH
G/HQ + +�I ') �������=(�, $, %, �) = −+�O)�<�����(�, $, %, �).                                     (5)

                      

The light waves scattered by the CAP are symbolically presented in Fig. 1 (b). The equation for the 

transverse distribution of the scattered light, which follows from Eq. (5), is 

F GH
G/H + +�2I '))) �������=(�, +-, +., �) = −+� ∬ O)�<�����(�, $, %, �)��:45-647.;8$8% =939

−+�O)))�<�����(�, +-, +., �).               (6) 

At this point it is insightful to reveal the relation between the transverse spectra of the 

polarization  O)))�<�����(�, +-, +., �), of the initial light field  '))) �<�����:&, +-, +., z;  in Eq. (3) and of the 

acoustic beam. The wide-frequency spectrum acoustic strain beam can be presented as 

 

FP GH
G-H + GH

G.H + GH
G/HQ + +�I ')(�, $, %, �) = −+�M�N#(�, $, %, �)')(�, $, %, �).                                  (4)                              

#(�, $, %, �) = 1(2	)R S #T)):U,  V-, V.;��W�3�(X5-6X7.)�3�XL/8U8V-8V.,9
39

                                         (7) 
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where V-, V.  and  V/ = 0V� − V-� − V.�  are the components of the wave vectors V = U/Z of the 

acoustic plane waves composing the beam, U and Z are acoustical frequency and velocity, respectively. 

Note, that in order to capture the basic phenomena contributing to the TDBS it is sufficient to model 

picosecond CAP with a characteristic duration [������ ≡ [� as an infinitely short one (#T)):U,  V- , V.; =
#T(U)#T):V-, V.;, #(�) = \(�/[�), #T(U) = [� ) [8,9].  When the plane wave decompositions of the initial light 

field 

 

 

and of the acoustic strain beam Eq. (7) are substituted in the polarization O)�<�����(�, $, %, �), the 

integrations over the spatial coordinates in Eq. (6) reveal momentum conservation laws between the 

projections of the light and sound wave vectors on the (x, y) plane 

 ] ��:45345̂3X5;-8$ = 2	\(+- − +-_ − V-),939  ] ��:47347̂6X7;.8% = 2	\:+. − +._ − V.;939 , 

demonstrating the relation of the polarization and the scattered light angular spectra to the 

convolution of the angular spectra of the CAP and the initial light 

 

 

 

The solution of Eq. (6) for the angular amplitude of the scattered light propagating in the 

positive direction of the z axis, which satisfies, the reflection boundary condition at z=0, is 

 

 

In the derivation of Eq. (9) it was assumed that the CAP is completely launched in the medium z>0, 

i.e. that at time � of the observation the interface z=0 is not strained, #(�, $, %, � = 0) = 0, and, thus,  O)�<�����(�, $, %, � ≤ 0) = 0.  The scattered field in Eq. (9) is evaluated at distances � > ��(�), 

exceeding the distance ��(�) of the CAP penetration at the observation time �, and, thus, 

O)�<�����:�, $, %, � > �
(�); = 0. These two conditions provide an explanation for the integration 

limits in Eq. (9). The second term of the sum in Eq. (9) is due to scattering by the CAP of the initial 

')))6�������=:�, +-, +., � > ��(�); = ��4L (−+�) ] O)))�<�����(�, +-, +., �′)939 :?�3�4L/^ + ��4L/^;8�_ .       (9) 

') �<�����($, %, �)
= 1(2	)� d ')))3�����(+-_ , +._ )�3�:45̂-647̂.;:?�3�4L̂/ + ��4L̂/;9 8+-_ 8+._  

O)))�<�����(�, +-, +., �) = M�N[� e(�f)g F∭ #T):V-, V.;��W��3�XL/ ')))3�����(+- − V-, +. − V.)939            (8)                :?�3�4L(4,X)/ + ��4L(4,X)/;8U8V-8V.!,   +/(+, V) ≡ 0+� − (+- − V-)� − (+. − V.)�.                    
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light in the positive direction of the z axis. The first term, of the sum in Eq. (9) is due to scattering 

by the CAP of the initial light in the negative direction of the z axis. This scattered light contributes 

to the total scattered light propagating in the positive direction of the z axis after the reflection at 

z=0.  

The substitution in Eq. (9) of the angular spectrum of the polarization Eq. (8) reveals the 

momentum conservation law between the projections of the light and sound wave vectors on the z 

axis: 

12	 j k��l4L(4,X)64L3XLm/ + ?���l4L(4,X)34L3XLm/�3�l4L(4,X)34L6XLm/! + ?��3�l4L(4,X)64L6XLm/n8� =9
39  

o\�V� − +�(+, V) − +�! + ? P\�V� − +�(+, V) + +�! + \ FV� + +�(+, V) − +�IQ + ?2\ FV� + +�(+, V) + +�Ip 

The second and the third conservation laws apply to the forward light scattering. They require 

acoustic phonons, propagating at large angles to the probe light axis, which are not available in the 

acoustic beam propagating collinearly to the probe light. Thus, only the first and the fourth 

conservation laws, which hold for backward light scattering, V/ = ql+/(+, V) + +/m, contribute to 

the solution for the scattered field angular spectrum 

 

 

 

 

In this solution the first term in the figure brackets is due to the backscattering by the CAP of the 

probe light presented in Fig. 1 (a) as incident. This process is due to acoustic phonon absorption, 

which leads to anti-Stokes scattered light. The second term in the figure brackets is due to the 

backscattering by the CAP of the probe light presented in Fig. 1 (a) as reflected. This process is due 

to phonon emission. The scattered Stokes light starts to propagate in the positive direction of the z 

axis towards the photodetector only after the reflection at the interface z=0 [8]. 

The scattered light is of much smaller amplitude than the reflected light. The information 

carried by the scattered light is revealed via optical heterodyne detection by mixing the acoustically 

scattered light with the reflected probe light at the photodetector, of which the response is linear in 

the absorbed light energy and hence quadratic in the amplitude of the light field. When the 

photodetector collects all the light from the acoustically scattered and reflected beams, the energy at 

')))6�������=:+-, +., � > ��(�); = −+�M�N[� r s2+/t 1(2	)R j 8�′9
39

S #T):V-, V.;��W��3�XL/_9
39

 

')))3�����(+- − V-, +. − V.)k��l4L(4,X)64Lm/_+?��3�l4L(4,X)64Lm/_n8U8V-8V..                                     (10) 
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the photodetector can be found from the angular distributions of the scattered and probe light as 

follows: 

u=�����= = u��>����= + uv�����=.<�= + u�������=~??∗ d ')))3�����:+- , +.; A')))3�����:+-, +.;C∗ 8+-8+.  
9

39
+ 

2x� y d ')))6�������=:+- , +.; A?')))3�����:+-, +.;C∗ 8+-8+.  
9

39
z + d ')))6�������=:+-, +.; A')))6�������=:+-, +.;C∗ 8+-8+.  

9
39

 

Only the second term, providing the frequency mixing of the reflected and scattered light, is 

relevant to the time-domain Brillouin scattering technique. With the use of Eq. (10) it takes the form 

 

 

 

Here and in the following the parameters n and p of the medium were assumed real for the 

compactness.  Accounting for the complex-valued parameters is straightforward [8]. In Eq. (11) the 

double integral over all possible probe light wave vector projections on the (x,y) surface, i.e. over 

the distribution of the plane waves composing the probe light beam, defines the detection sensitivity 

function {:+, V, V-, V.; of the optical heterodyne detection to particular wave vector components 

and frequencies of the coherent acoustic beam    

uv�����=.<�=~+�M�N[� 1(2	)R |} y j 8�9
39

S 8U8V-8V.#T) PV$, V%Q ��W��3�XL/{(+, V, V-, V.)9
39

z . (12) 

To get insight in the properties of the sensitivity function it is useful to shift the integration variables 

+$ → +$ − X5� , +% → +% − X7� .  

{:+, V, V- , V.; = d 1
�+� − (+- − V-2 )� − (+. − V.2 )� ')))3����� P+- − V-2 , +. − V.2 Q A?')))3����� P+- + V-2 , +. + V.2 QC∗9

39
 

y��@�4H3(453X5� )H3(473X7� )H6�4H3(456X5� )H3(476X7� )HD/+?��3�@�4H3(453X5� )H3(473X7� )H6�4H3(456X5� )H3(476X7� )HD/z 8+-8+.   

In the paraxial approximation of the diffraction theory [20], the projections of all the wave 

vectors on the z direction are approximated in the description of the wave amplitude by the full 

wave vectors, i.e. the transverse wave vector components are neglected. In the description of the 

   uv�����=.<�=~+�M�N[� e(�f)g |} o] 8�939 ∭ 8U8V-8V.#�� PV$, V%Q ��W��3�XL/939                                              (11)                                      

d 1+� 'T))−
N?���(+$ − V$, +% − V%) A?'T))−

N?���:+$, +%;C∗ k��l4L(4,X)64Lm/+?��3�l4L(4,X)64Lm/n8+$8+%  
∞

−∞
z. 
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phases, the first order corrections, proportional to the square of the transverse and axial components 

ratio, are taken into account 

{:V, V-, V.; ≅ 1+ d ')))3����� P+- − V-2 , +. − V.2 Q A?')))3����� P+- + V-2 , +. + V.2 QC∗9
39

 

                               y���4Ae3�5H��7HH�H 3�5H��7H��H C/+?��3��4Ae3�5H��7HH�H 3�5H��7H��H C/z 8+-8+.  .                          (13)                         

 

Important features of the sensitivity function of the heterodyning detection in Eq. (13) are the 

phases, ∓s PX5H6X7H�4 Q �, which have the structure of the phases in the paraxial acoustic beams. Note, 

that they depend only on the optical wave number +. They do not depend on the directions of the 

plane electromagnetic waves in the probe light beam.  

The integration over z coordinate in Eq. (12) couples all the projections of the wave vectors 

on the z axis via the momentum conservation laws  
\ FV/ ∓ 2+ P1 − 45H647H�4H − X5H6X7H�4H QI. For the paraxial acoustic beam they take the forms FV P1 −
X5H6X7H�XH Q ∓ 2+ P1 − 45H647H�4H − X5H6X7H�4H QI , which demonstrates that heterodyne detection deletes the 

information on the possible diffraction of the CAP from the time-domain Brillouin scattering signal. 

The phase factor −s PX5H6X7H�X Q �, which is responsible for the diffraction of the acoustic beam (7), is 

compensated/cancelled by the phase factors ∓s PX5H6X7H�4 Q � of the heterodyning selectivity function 

(13) under the backscattering condition  V ≅ q2+. In the paraxial approximation, the revealed 

momentum conservation along the z direction is equivalent to  \ FV ∓ 2+ P1 − 45H647H�4H QI =
Z\ FU ∓ 2+Z P1 − 45H647H�4H QI. This result indicates that in the paraxial approximation the non-

collinear, i.e., non 180°, photon scattering processes are contributing to the total TDBS signal, 

however all the phonons are contributing to the TDBS equivalently independent on their (paraxial) 

direction. The derived momentum conservation laws select the frequencies U = q2+Z ≡ qU�  in 

the spectrum of the picosecond acoustic pulse and reconstruct phases ∓2+Z P45H647H�4H Q � ≡
∓ P45H647H4 Q ��(�), describing the diffraction of the probe light beam as a function of the CAP 
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distance from the focus (Z� ≡ ��(�)). The formulated conclusions are confirmed by the following 

presentation of Eq. (12): 

 

                                                   u�����������~+M�N[� e(�f)H |}k∬ 8V-8V.#T):V-, V.;939                                                
�?∗��W�� ∬ ')))3�����(+- − X5� , +. − X7� ) A')))3����� P+- + X5� , +. + X7� QC∗ �3�A�5H��7H� C/�(�)8+-8+.  +939                    (14) 

|?|�?�3�W�� d P')))3�����(+- − V-2 , +. − V.2 )Q∗ ')))3����� P+- + V-2 , +. + V.2 Q ��A45H647H4 C/�(�)8+-8+.  
9

39
��. 

 
The factors �q�lW��3A�5H��7H� C/�(�)m

 in TDBS signal in Eq. (14) indicate that the frequency of the 

Brillouin oscillation would be finally time-dependent as a consequence of the contribution to the 

total signal of the non-collinear scattering processes, which involve the acoustic frequencies lower 

than the Brillouin frequency, i.e., lower than the frequency U� defined for 180° photon scattering. 

The theoretical result in Eq. (14) demonstrates that the compensation of the distance dependent 

phase of the paraxial CAP, when its motion is monitored by collinear paraxial probe laser pulses via 

heterodyne interferometry [2,3], is a general phenomenon independent of the transverse 

distributions of the acoustic and probe laser fields at z=0. For the detection of the CAP motion, the 

heterodyning creates a complex spectral sensitivity function {:+, V, V-, V.; in wave vector 
domain. For the backward Brillouin scattering process, the phase of this function contains a part, 

which is conjugated to the paraxial phase of the CAP and cancels it.  Consequently but contra-

intuitively, the TDBS signal amplitude variation with time does not depend on the variations of the 

paraxial CAP amplitude in the diffraction process. The key origin of this phenomenon is the phase 

sensitive process of the acoustically scattered and the reflected probe light interference. 

 

2.2. Gaussian collinear and co-focused acoustic and light beams 

 

For a Gaussian distribution of the probe light field in the focus at z=0, '($, %) = '©�3 5H�7H
�ª«¬®H

, 

the transverse spectrum is also real and Gaussian, ')):+-, +.; = '©(	
������ )�3P�ª«¬®H QH:45H647H;
. 

Here the radius of the probe laser beam,  
����� , is defined at 1/�� level of the light intensity 
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distribution. The spatial decay of the Gaussian laser beam complex amplitude is described in the 

paraxial approximation by 

                          ')($ = 0, % = 0, �) = ¯°eq� LL±¬
= ¯°

²e6A LL±¬ CH �∓� ³´µ¶·A LL±¬ C  ,                                          (15) 

where   ��� ≡ 	
������ /������  is the Rayleigh range of the probe light beam, while “∓”  stand for 

the light waves propagating in negative and positive directions of the z-axis, respectively. The 

function tan3e(�/���)  is the so-called Guoy phase shift [38]. For the Gaussian probe beam the 

terms in the square bracket of Eq. (14) take the form 

2	
������ �'©(	
������ )!� 1
²1 + r��(�)��� t� y?∗��W���3� ³´µ¶·A/�(�)/±¬ C + ?∗?��3�W���� ³´µ¶·A/�(�)/±¬ Cz �3e�r�ª«¬®� tH:X5H6X7H;.   (16) 

In accordance with Eqs. (14) and (16), in addition to above discussed cancellation of the paraxial 

phase of the CAP beam, the heterodyne detection introduces a transverse filter, 

~�3·HP�ª«¬®H QH:X5H6X7H;
, for the acoustic rays composing the CAP.  The comparison of the time-

dependent part in Eq. (16) with Eq. (15) reveals the relation of the former to the spatial distribution 

of the complex amplitude in the initial probe light field (Fig. 1 (a)).  The dependencies on ��(�) of 

the first and the second terms of the sum in Eq. (16) replicate the variations with z of the complex 

amplitudes in the incident and reflected probe light beams, respectively. 

In case of pump laser pulse absorption at the surface z=0, the distribution of the acoustic 

strain at the surface is controlled by the power distribution in the Gaussian pump laser focus of 

radius 
��¹� [21,22],  |��¹�($, %) = �ºª»¼ªf�ª»¼ªH �3�A 5H�7H
�ª»¼ªH C

. Correspondingly, the transverse spectrum 

of the strain CAP is also Gaussian 

           #T):V-, V.; = #© ∬ �3�A 5H�7H
�ª»¼ªH C��(X5-6X7.)8$8% = #© (f�ª»¼ªH )�  �3·HP�ª»¼ªH QH:X5H6X7H;939 ,       (17) 

where the acoustic strain amplitude #© is related to the pump laser power via the coefficient of 

optoacoustic conversion ½��,  #© = ½�� �ºª»¼ªf�ª»¼ªH . The acoustic beam in real space is also Gaussian 

with a complex amplitude decaying in the positive direction of z axis following the law 
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                                   # ($ = 0, % = 0, �) = ¾°e3� LL±�
= ¾°

²e6A LL±�CH �� ³´µ¶·A LL±�C
,                                 (18) 

where  ��� ≡ f�ª»¼ªH
�¿�À¬»ÁÂÃÀ  is the Rayleigh range for the paraxial Gaussian beam and �������  denotes 

the wavelength of the acoustic wave.  

It is worth noting that in the backward Brillouin scattering, under the current analysis, the 

angular acoustic frequency is U = U� = 2+Z = 2 r �f¿ª«¬®t Z, while the acoustic wavelength is 

������� = ������/2. Consequently, the ratio of the Rayleigh ranges of probe light and coherent 

acoustic beam does not depend on the wavelengths. It is controlled by the ratio of the radii of the 

probe and pump laser beams, defined at the same level,  ���/��� ≡ 
������ /
��¹�� . For the Gaussian 

acoustic beam the transverse spectrum filtering, imposed by the heterodyne detection of the TDBS 

signal by Gaussian probe light, is described by 

                        ∬ #T):V-, V.;�3·HP�ª«¬®H QH:X5H6X7H;8V-8V.939 = #© (f�ª»¼ªH )� �fF�ª»¼ªH 6�ª«¬®H I.   

For the reasons discussed in the previous section, the information on the decay of the acoustic 

beam, revealed in Eq. (18) is absent in the TDBS signal. Substituting all the above-derived results 

for the Gaussian beams in Eq. (14), the TDBS signal can be presented in the normalized form  

 

  
ÄÅ®Â®«¬Æ7Ç®Æ

Ä«®ÈÉ®ÀÂ®Æ = �|�|(e3�)� r ��¿ª«¬®t <H�Ê¬�ºª»¼ªF�ª»¼ªH 6�ª«¬®H I e
²e6AL�(Â)L±¬ CH ËsM ÌU�� − Í − �
M3e P/�(�)/±° QÎ.            (19) 

In the description (19) of the so-called Brillouin oscillation, Ï� ≡ Z[�  denotes the characteristic 

length of the picosecond CAP,  Í is the phase of the probe light reflection coefficient at z=0 (? =|?|��Ð,  ??∗ = |?|� ≡ x).  Note, that Eq. (19) for the diffracting light and sound, reproduces for the 

acoustic pulse travelling inside the Rayleigh range, i.e. in near field, of the probe light, ��(�) ≪ ���, 

the theoretical predictions for the plane waves from Ref. [8], in particular Ov�����=.<�=~(1 − x). 

The amplitude of the theoretically predicted Brillouin oscillation depends on the optical Rayleigh 

range and does not depend on the acoustical one. At the same time, it is not that cumbersome to 

prove analytically that in the Gaussian beams both the amplitude the acoustically scattered probe 

light and the energy in the scattered beam depend on both optical and acoustical Rayleigh ranges 

and are sensitive to the diffraction of the CAP. For example  
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Ò') �������=($ = 0, % = 0, �)Ò~ 1
²1 + 14 r ��(�)��� + (���/2)t� ²1 + r
�����
��¹� + 
��¹�
�����t� r ��(�)��� + (���/2)t� 

 

However, the TDBS signal amplitude obtained by the interferometric heterodyning is not 

proportional to the amplitude of the scattered light. In accordance to Eq. (19), in the case of paraxial 

sound and probe light beams, the diffraction of the CAP does not influence the TDBS signal decay. 

Thus, it does not shorten the depth of the TDBS imaging and does not broaden the Brillouin line 

and diminish the accuracy of frequency measurements by the TDBS microscopy [32,33]. 

 

2.3. Gaussian collinear paraxial acoustic and light beams with shifted foci 

The above presented theory was developed for co-focused probe light and CAP beams (see 

Fig. 1) just to avoid too lengthy formulas. The major result, on the independence of the TDBS 

signal on the evolution of the CAP amplitude caused by the acoustical diffraction, is equally valid 

as well in the case of the probe light and CAP beams focused in different spatial positions along the 

z axis. In Fig. 2 the TDBS geometry, relevant to imaging inside the semi-infinite medium, z<0, by 

the probe light and CAP beams launched from the surface z=0, is schematically presented. 

 

 

Figure 2.  Schematic presentation of probe light and coherent sound field contributing to time-domain Brillouin 

scattering signal detection when they are focused at different depths  �>� Ó �>�  inside the medium. The initial 

probe light field, that could be created in the system in the absence of the coherent acoustic field, is due to the laser 

pulses incident from the medium z>0 on the sample surface z=0 and transmitted into the TDBS tested medium z<0, 

which is transparent for the probe light. A coherent acoustic pulse #(�, $, %, �) is launched in the tested media z<0 due 

to the absorption there of the pump laser pulses (not shown) that are co-focused on the surface z=0 with the probe laser 

pulses. When the pump laser pulses are incident on the sample before the probe laser pulses, then the acousto-optic 
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interaction between the coherent acoustic pulses and the initial probe light field creates the optical polarization sources 

of the scattered light. The time-domain Brillouin scattering signal is a result of the heterodyne detection of the initially 

reflected and acoustically scattered probe light collected by the photodetector. 

 

A part of the incident probe light transmitted across the interface of the first medium (z<0) and the 

second medium (z>0), propagating in the negative direction of the z axis, creates the initial light 

beam for monitoring the CAP. The probe light is scattered by the CAP only in the positive direction 

of z axis. This backward scattered Stokes light beam after transmission across the interface z=0 is 

heterodyned at the photodetector by a part of the incident probe light reflected at the interface (see 

Fig. 2). From the mathematical analysis point of view, the only significant difference of the schemes 

presented in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 consists in the different positions of the probe light and CAP beams 

foci on the z axis, �>� Ó �>�  (see Fig. 2). The related modifications of the theoretical formulas of 

Sections II.1 and II.2 are reduced to a decomposition of the acoustic and transmitted light beams 

into plane waves ��W�3�(X5-6X7.)��XL(/3/È�) and, respectively, ��*�3�:45̂-647̂.;��4L̂(/3/È¬), with 

different foci.  The most important differences of the BO predicted for the scheme in Fig. 2 in 

comparison with the BO described by Eq. (19) for the scheme in Fig. 1, are the following. In the 

former there is only one Brillouin scattering process, because the initial light beam in the tested 

medium is unidirectional. Thus, the disappearance of the Brillouin oscillation due to the destructive 

interference of two scattering processes, described by the factor (1 − x) in Eq. (19), is impossible. 

The dependence of the amplitude of the Brillouin oscillation on time replicates the amplitude 

distribution along the z axis in the probe light beam in the medium (~1/²1 + r/�(�)3/È¬/±¬ t�
). The 

Guoy phase shift in the scheme of Fig. 2 takes the form tan3e r/�(�)3/È¬/±¬ t, respectively.  The acoustic 

waves filtering amplitude factor �3·HP�ª«¬®H QH:X5H6X7H;
, revealed in Eq. (16), acquires in the scheme of 

Fig. 2 the additional phase multiplier �3�(LÈ�¶LÈ¬)Ô� :X5H6X7H;
. This results in the additional amplitude 

factor, 
e

²e6ALÈ¬¶LÈ�L±¬ �L±�CH,  and the additional phase shift, ~tan3e r/È¬3/È�/±¬6/±�t, in the BO. Although the last two 

factors depend on the acoustical Rayleigh range, they are stationary factors controlled by the 

constant distance between the optical probe and the acoustical foci.  Consequently, the TDBS signal 

in scheme of Fig. 2 is independent of the focusing/diffraction of the acoustic beam, as it could be 

expected from the analysis of the fundamental Brillouin scattering and heterodyning processes 
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discussed earlier in this section. Thus, in the case of paraxial sound and probe light beams, the 

dynamics of the TDBS signal depends only the focusing/diffraction of the probe light pulses. 

 

3. Discussion 

3.1.Interpretation of the existing experimental observations 

The theoretical predictions presented in Section II can be compared with the experimental 

results presented in Ref. [23]. In Ref. [23] the CAPs were sharply focused on the axis of the sub-

micrometer diameter optical fiber while the probe light field was a weakly diffracting beam with a 

focus approximately at a half distance between the cylindrical opto-acoustic transducer at the fiber 

surface and the fiber axis (see Figs. 1 (a) and 7 in ref. 23). However, the variations of the 

experimental TDBS signal [23] revealed no sign of the CAP focusing temporal dynamics, in 

accordance with the above developed theoretical predictions. 

The developed theory can be applied for the analysis of the experiments [15] where the 

influence of the CAP diffraction on the attenuation of the BO amplitude was hypothesized. In Ref. 

[15] the CAPs were launched in a spherical microcapsule of the 4 �m radius, composed of a glassy 

polymer shell encapsulating a liquid perfluorinated core. The capsule was deposited on the metallic 

substrate and both pump and probe laser pulses were focused through the capsule on the contact 

between the capsule and the metal. The radius of the probe light beam was 1 �m, while the radius 

of the pump was 2 �m. However, the radius of the acoustic beam emitted in the capsule was 

controlled not by the pump laser focus but by much smaller radius of a contact of the spherical 

capsule with the substrate, which was estimated as 
�<��� ≈ 0.3 �m. Note, that the contact radius 

is also significantly smaller than the radius of the probe laser focus. Thus, based on the estimates of 

the acoustic Rayleigh ranges, it was hypothesized [15] that the deviation of the BO decay law from 

the exponential one, related to acoustic absorption, is due to the transition of the CAP from the near 

to far field of the acoustic source. However, for the 0.3 �m radius of the source and the 

experimental acoustic Brillouin wavelength of about 0.15 �m, the half angle of the acoustic beam 

divergence [19] is estimated as  
¿�f�À¬ÇÂ�ÀÂ ≈ 0.16 radians. So, the acoustic beam is paraxial and, in 

accordance with above developed theory, its diffraction should not influence the dynamics of the 

TDBS signal amplitude. We hypothesize here that in Ref. [15] either the radius of the contact was 

overestimated and the propagation of CAP significantly deviated from paraxial one, or the contact 

acted as an aperture on the probe light reducing the effective radius of the initial probe light beam 

involved in the TDBS. In the latter case, the experimental observations [15] could be caused by the 
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significant diminishing of the Rayleigh range for the probe light beam reflected from the contact 

surface in comparison to the incident probe light. Of cause, potentially, the overestimations of both 

the acoustic and probe beam effective radii are possible.  

The authors of Refs. [32] and [33] discussed the roles of both acoustical and probe light 

diffraction in the experimentally observed non-exponential decay of the TDBS signals detected at 

different NAs of the microscope objectives. The NAs were varying from 0.1 up to 1.3. The 

interpretation of the experimental signals [33] was based on the assumption that the TDBS signal is 

proportional to the product of the local amplitudes of the paraxial Gaussian acoustical and probe 

light beams, suggesting that both these diffraction phenomena should be accounted for the correct 

extraction of the sound absorption coefficient from the TDBS signal decay. However, the analytical 

theory presented in the Section II suggests that the applied intuitive assumption is not valid. The 

estimates reveal that the photo-generated acoustic beams [32,33] are paraxial,  
¿�f�ª»¼ª ≤ 0.15, for 

all used NAs. The analytical theory predicts that such acoustic beams are not influencing the 

temporal dynamics of the TDBS amplitude, at least when probing their propagation by collinear 

paraxial probe light beams. In the case of the diffraction-limited focusing of light, the half angle of 

the probe light beam divergence in glass, M ≈ 1.46, is estimated as  
¿ª«¬®f�ª«¬® ≈ 0.3 ∙ ÙÚ . So, in the 

experiments in  [32,33] the influence of the acoustic diffraction on the TDBS amplitudes dynamics 

could be expected only for  ÙÚ ≥ 0.5 due to stronger diffraction of probe light beam in comparison 

with sound beam, and the deviation of the probe light rays from paraxial propagation. However, this 

expectable influence is weak in comparison with the direct influence on the TDBS amplitude of the 

inhomogeneous spatial distribution of the diffracting probe light. Note, that the paraxial 

approximation holds very well for the acoustic beam generated by the pump light but could become 

less accurate for probe light because in the experiments [32,33] the radius of the pump laser beam is 

larger than the radius of probe laser beam.  

4. Conclusions 

The developed theory of the TDBS in collinear paraxial acoustical and optical beams 

predicts that, contra-intuitively, the TDBS amplitude dynamics does not depend on the variations of 

the coherent acoustic pulse amplitude that could be caused by the diffraction/focusing of the CAPs. 

This theoretical prediction correlates with earlier reported experimental observations. The theory 

provides explanations to some existing experimental observations, which are different from the 

earlier suggested. Finally, the developed theory provides ideas for possible ways to the optimization 

of the TDBS based imaging and spectroscopy. It predicts that, as far as the CAPs, photo-generated 
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by the pump laser pulses, and the probe laser beam are paraxial, the lateral resolution of the imaging 

could be enhanced by sharper focusing of the pump laser beam without diminishing the imaging 

depth and the spectral resolution. The developed theory reveals earlier unexpected features in the 

TDBS of the paraxial coherent sound and probe light beams that could be useful and advantageous 

in the existing and future applications of the TDBS imaging and microscopy technique for the 

fundamental and applied research in a variety of scientific branches. 
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